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2020 Sustainable Design Standards
Thank you for taking an interest in Concert’s approach to sustainable design and construction. The following is a summary of
Concert’s minimum standards for sustainability in new buildings. The purpose of this document is to outline a consistent approach for
consultants and staff in achieving our sustainability objectives in our new developments.
We see ourselves as not just a builder of buildings but as a developer of communities, and our goal is to build communities that are
environmentally and socially sustainable to address climate change and reduce waste while fostering human connection. Our relentless
passion for quality means we critically think about every decision, no matter how small. We hold ourselves to firm quality standards that
guarantee an unparalleled execution.
This set of standards was developed with advice from our Development and Construction teams and local experts in Metro Vancouver,
Victoria and Greater Toronto. Our broader goal with this document is to position Concert on the leading edge of sustainable design
and construction without downloading unnecessary risk to our customers and maintaining our reputation for quality. Our approach
is to balance consistency across the portfolio nationally while also being responsive to regional differences required by climate, local
building practices and legislation.
The approach outlined here will evolve and updated regularly as technology, supply chains, design strategies and regulations advance.

“We are a proud Canadian company,
that provides quality employment
for hard working Canadians, who are
building resilient, inclusive, sustainable
communities.”
BRIAN McCAULEY, PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Concert Sustainability Spec
#

Category

Criteria

Whole Building
Performance
Standards

C1

Air-tightness
Testing

C2

Carbon

C3

C4

C5

Energy Efficient
Appliances

Requirements and Standards

Schematic Design
- Passive House or CaGBC Zero Carbon Standard Feasibility
Study in SD phase (Sustainability Consultant)
Design Development
- Preliminary energy modeling report at DD phase (Energy
Modeller)
Construction Documents
- Final energy modeling report for BP application in CD phase
(Energy Modeller)
Construction Admin
- Energy reporting through Portfolio Manager (Sustainability
Consultant)

All projects to conduct Whole-building airtightness testing according to ASTM E1827 - 11(2017) or ASTM E779.
All buildings to be designed and constructed with the intention of meeting an air leakage target of 2.0 L/s*m²
@75 Pa (0.40 cfm/ft² @ 0.3”w.c.), or sealed according to good engineering practice.
In order to ensure the successful outcome of each test, new projects will employ an air-tightness quality
assurance plan during construction which will require:
- attendance at a high-performance building workshop for the general and key sub-contractors.
- air-tightness to be included as an ongoing topic at construction meetings.
- the general contractor to have a designated person in charge of monitoring the air barrier.
- an air tightness test early in construction to ensure the project is on track to achieve the air tightness goal.
Presentation suite of the sales Centre can be used as mock up.
- All in-suite appliances specified should be Energy-Star™ certified or equivalent. Additionally, Concert does not
specify natural gas based appliances for individual suites. All in-suite appliances are to be electrically powered.
- All bathroom and kitchen flow and flush fixtures to be WaterSense ™ certified or equivalent. One exception
will be is if the building is supplying reused grey water or rainwater to the toilets a non WaterSense™ fixture can
be specified.

Construction Documents
- IFC drawing highlighting the air-barrier layer for the building
(Architect)
Construction Admin
- Mock up airtightness report at early construction (General
Contractor)
- Final airtightness report prior to occupancy (General
Contractor)

Concert will develop an owners operations and project requirements package (OPR). Based on these project
requirements a third-party commissioning authority has been engaged to help ensure the building operates as
intended. This role will include:
Commissioning
- Develop a commissioning plan based on OPR.
- peer review during the design phase
- coordination of testing, balancing, and commissioning of mechanical systems
- systems manuals and continuity from design team to operations staff
- All projects to conduct an embodied emissions analysis as defined by the City of Vancouver Green Buildings
Policy for Rezoning item B6.2.
- Where possible target materials for the structure and envelope that demonstrate a reduction of at least 10% in
Embodied Carbon
global warming potential as compared with a baseline building.

Analysis

Do not use CFC-based refrigerants in heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and refrigeration systems.

C6

Refrigerants
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Documentation

All projects will target the following standards with regards to energy and GHG performance:
- All Projects in British Columbia will target Step 4 of the BC Energy Step Code, and have a Greenhouse Gas
Intensity (GHGI) of no more than 1kg/sqm/yr.
- All projects in Ontario will target Tier 3 of the Toronto Green Standard - Version 3 and have a Greenhouse Gas
Intensity GHGI of no more than 5kg/sqm/yr.
- Conduct Passive House or CaGBC Zero Carbon feasibility Study in Concept Design Phase for all projects.
- All projects to set up a Portfolio Manager account for energy reporting and link utility accounts.
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Resources

Construction Documents
- Specification highlighting Energy-star appliances (Interior
Designer)
- Specification highlighting WaterSense bathroom fixtures
(Interior Designer)
Design Development
- BOD and OPR documents (CxA)
Construction Documents
- Cx Design Review Report (CxA)
Construction Admin
- Cx Final Report (CxA)
Schematic Design
- Preliminary embodied emissions analysis that report the
embodied carbon of the building as kg of CO2eq/m2. The
report should identify strategies that can result in 10% GWP
reduction. (Sustainability Consultant)
Construction Admin
- Final embodied emissions report (Sustainability Consultant)
Schematic Design
- HVAC plan confirming CFC-based refrigerant are not
used (Mechanical Engineer)

City of Vancouver GREEN BUILDINGS
POLICY FOR REZONING PROCESS AND REQUIREMENTS:
https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/Bulletin/bu
lletin-green-buildings-policy-forrezoning.pdf
City of Vancouver GREEN BUILDINGS
POLICY FOR REZONING PROCESS AND REQUIREMENTS:
https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/Bulletin/bu
lletin-green-buildings-policy-for-
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Concert Sustainability Spec
#

Category

T1

Criteria

Cycling

Transportaction

T2

Electric Vehicles

T3

Car Sharing

L1

L2

Requirements and Standards

Interim Standard (BC):
All BC based projects to follow The City of Vancouver Bike Parking Requirements as outlined in Section 6 of the
Vancouver Parking By-law Link: https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/parking/sec06.pdf
Interim Standard (ON)
All Ontario based projects to achieve the Enhanced Bicycle Parking rates identified for Bicycle Zone 2 (1.0 per
unit: specifically 0.9 long-term and 0.1 short-term bicycle parking spaces). Specific Building Requirements for all
projects:
- Bike maintenance rooms and washdown areas to be located on P1 near bike storage areas or level 1 if space
available
- Push button operation for doors bicyclists will use to get bikes in and out.
- 30% of all bike barking spaces to have access to 120v electric outlet for electric bike charging
- Consider providing public bike share location at-grade on site or within the public boulevard
- Provide ‘End-of-Trip' facilities in all commercial projects (or portions of projects) as outlined in Section 6 of the
The project should provide level-2 EV charging (32A, 208V) with load management technology for all parking
stalls as outlined below:
Condo Developments:
- EV Electrical infrastructure to all stalls.
- Electrified EV charging stations or SAE J1772 plugs provided to 30% of total resident stalls
- Additional EV charging units to be provided based on sales demand for the units.
- At least two pay-per use EV Charging station in visitor parking
The project team will explore the inclusion of at least 1 electric/hybrid car share space within all new
developments. Vehicle(s) to be supplied through third parties ride sharing or hailing companies.

Documentation

Construction Documents
- Drawing or plan highlighting the bike parking and end of trip
facilities (Architect)
- Drawing or plan highlighting the 120v electric outlet for
electric bike charging (Electrical Engineer)

Resources

The City of Vancouver Bike Parking
Requirements outlined in Section 6 of
the Vancouver Parking By-law Link:
https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/parking/sec
06.pdf

Design Development
- Drawing or plan highlighting the EV stalls (Electrical Engineer)
Construction Documents
- Cutsheet/shop drawings of selected level-2 EV charging
(Electrical Engineer)

Design Development
- Drawing or plan highlighting the Car share space (Architect)
Construction
- A copy of agreement with third-party car sharing (Owner)
Specified landscape planting should be local, adaptive, non-invasive species; the majority of which is considered Design Development
drought tolerant. Irrigation design should employ water efficiency measures including rain or moisture sensors. - Landscape drawing highlighting planting and apiculture
Irrigation &
Specific Design Strategies to include:
locations. (Landscape Architect)
- Landscape specs highlighting water efficient sensors and
Landscape Design - Include pollinator plant species and consider the inclusion of apiculture in all new projects.
- Include garden plots in all development for a portion of building residents.
controllers. (Landscape Architect)
- Include planter boxes for community gardening.
- Predominant light sources should be directed downward to reduce impacts on nocturnal environments and
Construction Documents
access to the night sky. Limited applications of lighting landscape feature is permitted so long as efforts are
- Shop drawing of lighting controls (Electrical Engineer)
Site Lighting
made to reduce impacts on access to night sky.
- The project should install automatic controls that turn off exterior non-emergency lighting when sufficient
daylight is available.
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Concert Sustainability Spec
#

Category

Criteria

Landscape
and
Rainwater

L3

Stormwater

Recycling Rooms
and In-suite
Waste
Management

W1

Waste

Construction
Waste

W2

Ventilation & Air
Quality

M1

Green Building
Products

M2
Materials
and IAQ
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Requirements and Standards

Stormwater Balance
Standard: The Toronto Green Standard V2.1 Tier 1
Retain stormwater on-site to the same level of annual volume of overland runoff allowable under
predevelopment conditions.
Stormwater Retention and Reuse
Standard: The Toronto Green Standard V2.1 Tier 1
Retain at least the first 5 mm from each rainfall through rainwater reuse, on-site infiltration and
evapotranspiration.
OR
Ensure that the maximum allowable annual runoff volume from the development site is no more than 50% of
the total average annual rainfall depth.
Specific Design Strategies:
- Use tree and shrub planting, green roofs and other landscaping to increase evapotranspiration from the site,
and to increase the amount of permeable surfacing on site.
- Any storage system must be capable of storing the water collected for later use with over-flows that only
release water over and above the 5 mm of rainfall.
- Include green or active roofs in all new developments
Stormwater Quality
Provide a high performance stormwater separator. Where space allows install a stormwater quality treatment
system designed to remove a variety of stormwater pollutants including floatable trash and debris, oil, coarse
and fine suspended sediments, and particulate-bound pollutants such as nutrients, heavy metals, and
The project shall follow these requirements:
- Where possible Concert Properties does not use garbage chutes in its developments.
- Waste & Recycling rooms to be located on the first floor close to elevators or building exits or in the 1st level
of the underground in a convenient location
- Waste & Recycling rooms to have proper ventilation, include hose bib, drainage, hand sanitizer station and
washing station (to wash out compost pail for example)
- Rooms to be configured to be comfortable and optimize waste diversion including sorting tables, clear colourcoding on walls and bins and will make use of pictographic imagery to overcome language barriers
- Adequate space to be provided for receptacles for organics, plastics, paper, metals, glass, electronic waste,
batteries, light bulbs, soft plastics/plastic bags and landfill.
- In-suite garbage, recycling, and composting to be located together to make it easy for residents to deal with
various waste materials at once. Kitchens to be provided with three stream waste collection receptacles.
The project shall develop a construction and demolition waste management plan and target at least 75%
diversion from landfill.
- Calculations can be by weight or volume but must be consistent throughout.
- Exclude excavated soil, land-clearing debris from calculations.
- Include wood waste converted to fuel (bio-fuel) in the calculations; other types of waste-to-energy are not
considered diversion for this credit.
- The waste hauler will be required to track waste diversion and provide regular updates through construction.
All projects to directly duct outdoor air to living spaces. Ventilation systems shall include CO2 sensors in high
occupancy areas such as the gym and amenity rooms to ensure mechanical system efficiency while providing
ample fresh air to common spaces. All suites to have operable windows. All bedrooms to have operable
windows. Heat or Energy Recovery Ventilation (ERV/HRV) with minimum 70% efficiency shall be provided in all
suites.
Pedimat system will be specified for all building entrances in order to manage externally sourced contamination.
Ventilation strategies that centralize in suite ventilation are favoured in order to allow for fresh air systems to be
Finishing products shall be selected to minimize off-gassing of harmful chemicals.
- Adhesives, sealants and sealant primers applied on-site and installed on inboard side of air barrier shall have
VOC content no greater than SCAQMD standard as shown in Emissions Limits Table.
- No added formaldehyde (NAF) or, no added urea-formaldehyde (NAUF) composite wood products
- Formaldehyde-free insulation
- FloorScore certified flooring products and Green Label Plus carpet products.
- EcoLogo certified green cleaning products will be included in welcome package for rental and condo
residents.
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Documentation

Schematic Development
- Stormwater management plan and drawing highlighting
retention and quality structures on site. (Civil Engineer)
- Drawing highlighting green and active roof for new
developments (Landscape Architect)
Construction
- Jelly fish (or equivalent) maintenance manual for building
operation (Civil Engineer)

Resources

City of Vancouver Rain City Strategy:
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/rain-citystrategy.pdf

Schematic Development
City of North Vancouver Recycling
- Architectural drawing highlighting location of recycling room. Guideline: https://www.cnv.org/(Architect)
/media/city-of-northVancouver/documents/garbage-andrecycling/apartment-townhousecollection-guide.ashx

Construction
- Construction and demolition waste management plan
(General Contractor)
- Monthly Waste Tracking report (General Contractor)

Design Development
- Ventilation drawing (Mechanical Engineer)
- ERV/HRV shop drawing (Mechanical Engineer)

Construction Documents
- Specification highlighting Green Building Product
requirements. (Sustainability Consultant)
Construction
- Emissions Tracking for green building products (General
Contractor)

01 Emissions Limits Table
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Concert Sustainability Spec
#

Category

M3

R1

Criteria

Resilience

R2

Requirements and Standards

In order to ensure the integrity of the operational air quality of the building the project should prepare an
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) management plan for the construction phase of the project that will specify:
- Sealing of duct work to keep dust out
- Protection of materials from moisture and contamination
- Reducing source emissions by keeping containers sealed as much as possible while working
Construction
- Directly exhausting pollution sources to the outside
Phase Air Quality - Erecting barriers to contain pollutants (ex. dust curtains around cutting stations)
- Relocating pollutant sources away from workers and air intakes (ex. storage of equipment and off-gassing
Management
materials)
- Keeping a clean and tidy work area, suppressing dust with sweeping compounds or wetting agents
- Vacuuming with HEPA Filter vacuums
- A scheduled flush out using the ventilation system after construction and prior to occupancy to purge any
pollutants from the building before people move in
- All new projects will use the City of Toronto Minimum Back-up Power Guidelines for MURBs on all new
developments. Recognizing there may be adaptions required for application in the BC Context .
- Ventilation strategies that centralize in suite ventilation are favoured in order to allow for fresh air systems to
be serviced by back up power.
Resilience Design - All new developments will model future climate change scenarios for occupant comfort and building durability.

All projects to target Fitwel 2 Star certification.

Health and
Wellness

Concert Sustainability Spec (DR)
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Documentation

Construction Documents
- Specification highlighting IAQ requirements. (Sustainability
Consultant)
Construction
- IAQ Management Plan and Photo Log (General Contractor)

Resources

Schematic Design
- Energy model showing future climate scenarios (Energy
Modeller)
- Basis of design confirming ventilation strategy (Owner/CxA)
Construction Documents
- Marked up drawings or specification showing back up power
strategies in place (Electrical Engineer)
Construction
- Shop drawings confirming back up power (Electrical Engineer)
Schematic Design
Fitwel health benefits in response to
CIVD-19: https://www.fitwel.org/covid- Fitwel registration and preliminary scorecard (Sustainability
19/
Consultant)
Construction Documents
- Updated Fitwel scorecard and Design Submission
(Sustainability Consultant)
Construction Admin
- Final Fitwel scorecard and Construction Submission
(Sustainability Consultant)
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